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This morning, we’re addressing an important topic at an important cultural moment. How can 
we learn to better understand and respond to sexual abuse? What can the church do to 
proactively create an environment of safety, protection, healing, and hope?  
 
Biblical Considerations – The Bible is, at times, portrayed as somehow being soft on abuse. This 
is not the case at all, particularly with regard to sexual abuse. Here is a sampling of passages on 
the topic that are often misunderstood. Rather than being soft on sexual abuse, they convey a 
striking measure of protection and warning. 

 
The Lord examines the righteous, but the wicked, those who love violence, he hates with a 
passion. – Psalm 11:5 
 
Lot’s Daughters - Lot went outside to meet them and shut the door behind him 7  and said, "No, 
my friends. Don't do this wicked thing. 8  Look, I have two daughters who have never slept with 
a man. Let me bring them out to you, and you can do what you like with them. But don't do 
anything to these men, for they have come under the protection of my roof."- Genesis 19:6-8 
 

• The text never affirms Lot’s actions. The angels (God’s messengers) intervene to protect 
Lot’s daughters. The assailants were punished initially with blindness, and eventually 
with death. Why? Their disregard for human life and their desire to abuse, exploit, and 
violently harm others. 

 
Marry Your Rapist? - But if out in the country a man happens to meet a girl pledged to be 
married and rapes her, only the man who has done this shall die. 26  Do nothing to the girl; she 
has committed no sin deserving death. 28  If a man happens to meet a virgin who is not pledged 
to be married and rapes her and they are discovered, 29  he shall pay the girl's father fifty 
shekels of silver. He must marry the girl, for he has violated her. He can never divorce her as 
long as he lives.- Deuteronomy 22:25-29 
 

• Loss of virginity would have stigmatized and prevented a woman from marrying. This 
often left women abandoned, impoverished, and destitute. The law instead, secured a 
future for the woman. It made the man responsible for her, and for honoring her 
through marriage, and her family through the bridal dowry. The man could never 
divorce her. What appears sexist is actually a radical corrective measure against the 
cultural practices of abusive and dehumanizing treatment of women at the hands of 
men.  

 
The case of Amnon and Tamar – Amnon half-brother…2 Samuel 13:1-20  "Don't, my brother!" 
she said to him. "Don't force me. Such a thing should not be done in Israel! Don't do this wicked 
thing. 13  What about me? Where could I get rid of my disgrace? And what about you? You 
would be like one of the wicked fools in Israel. Please speak to the king; he will not keep me 



from being married to you." 14  But he refused to listen to her, and since he was stronger than 
she, he raped her. 
 
In an act of mercy and kindness, Tamar was taken in by her brother, Absalom. By following 
through with the rape of his sister, Amnon, in spite of Tamar’s warning, becomes part of the 
company of “wicked fools” (2 Samuel 13:13), a term used to describe the reputation of a sexual 
criminal.  
 

• God makes one thing clear…He hates abuse. It is in no way condoned, excused, or 
overlooked. God takes the honor, respect, and purity of sexuality very seriously, and 
prescribes severe consequences for sexual oppression, abuse, and exploitation. 

 
In the interest of clarity and information, listed below are terms, definitions, and descriptions 

of the nature and aftermath of sexual abuse, as well as some questions for consideration. 
 
Sexual Abuse: “A sexual experience initiated by a person of power with a person who is not in a 
position to refuse.” – Dan Allender 
 
Two components of sexual abuse: “(1) An invitation to a sexual experience of any kind, and (2) 
an unequal power dynamic such that the victim cannot imagine refusing.” – Todd Wilson, Mere 
Sexuality: Rediscovering the Christian Vision for Sexuality 
 
The Unhealthy Aftermath of Sexual Abuse 

1. Survival by any and every means - Therapist Dan Allender, describes four paths 
survivors often take, all of which lead away from healing. (1) Paranoid, (2) Fatalistic, (3) 
Heroic (4) Optimistic. 
 
“The paranoid avoid pain by seeing it everywhere and with everyone. They avoid 
disappointment by never being surprised by sorrow. The fatalist avoids pain by 
accepting it as normal and part of the “luck” of life. The hero avoids pain by seizing it as 
an opportunity to grow without ever acknowledging need or weakness. The optimist 
avoids pain by seeing all the good surrounding it in other areas of life.” – Dan Allender, 
The Healing Path 
 
The problem is, the only true path to healing winds its way through the treacherous 
passes of the grief of our wounds.” – Joel Willits, “Bent Sexuality” in Mere Sexuality 

 
2. Bodily Injury - Some victims have visible scars, permanent injuries, chronic pains, STD’s, 

and pregnancies. For others, the scars are not visible, but memory of the abuse remains 
lodged in the psyche and as body memory. – see Joy A. Schroeder, “Sexual Abuse and 
Theology of Embodiment: Incarnated Healing”, in The Long Journey Home 

 



3. Minimization and Dissociation - Many people either don’t remember or don’t recognize 
their own trauma around sexuality because of the tendency to minimize its impact (“It 
wasn’t that bad”) or to repress/deny the memories (“I’ve never been abused”).  

 
General Questions 

1. Why are we talking about this in church on a Sunday morning? - Because there is a 
stark and undeniable deficiency in the way churches, church leaders, and church people 
understand sex and sexuality. It has been seen as a taboo, when the scriptures in no way 
present sex as such. As a result, our kids, teens, and adults enter relationships 
uninformed, misinformed, and unprepared to not only live out a biblical ethic of love 
and marriage and singleness and sexuality, but unprepared to respond to the distortions 
and abuses of all these good things. Instead of being unprepared and uninformed, 
followers of Christ should be leading our culture by example in relational health, as well 
as providing the safest and best environment within which healing and hope can be 
found. Today’s format is presented in hopes that it will advance Calvary’s pursuit in 
becoming a people and place of grace. 

 
2. Why are there men along with women on the panel? Isn’t this primarily a women’s 

issue? - Actually, no. Conservative estimates indicate one in four women and one in six 
men have experienced sexual abuse. - https://1in6.org/about-1in6/ 
 
These numbers woefully underestimate the real situation, however, and this is 
particularly true of men. Since nearly 90 percent of sexual predators are men, sexually 
abused men have increased levels of shame resulting from same-sex sexual contact that 
results in far less self-reporting in the types of surveys that produce these figures. -  Joel 
Willits, Mere Sexuality 

 
If you’d like to send a question to the panel, text your question to: 575-265-3999. Please 

specify if your question is for a particular panel member or for the general panel. 
 

Questions to Ponder 

• Discuss the information on terms and definitions. Does the definition and components 
of sexual abuse help in your understanding? 

• Talk about how it felt to hear the stories from abuse survivors this morning. How has 
this affected your perspective on sexual abuse? 

• Susie’s story directly addresses the necessity for church leaders, church members, and 
churches to drastically improve their understanding, approach, and response to sexual 
abuse within church. How do you believe Calvary is doing in this? What are we doing 
well? Where can we improve? 

• Jamie emphasized the importance of parents talking to their children about sex and 
sexuality ... and calling body parts by their proper names. How do you respond? 

• The attention and sensitivity to sexual abuse in our culture has led to a “guilty until 
proven innocent” posture toward people accused of abuse.  How can accusations be 

https://1in6.org/about-1in6/


taken seriously, and alleged victims be cared for, while also allowing for due process for 
the accused?  

• How can/should the church minister to both victims, and perpetrators; keeping in mind 
the need for justice and mercy? 

• If you need help, please speak with one of our staff after the service. We have contact 
information for counselors, as well as for La Pinon, a sexual abuse recovery service here 
in Las Cruces. 

 
Resources 

• National Sexual Assault Hotline: 800.656.HOPE 

• Rape, Abuse, and Incest National Network: RAINN.org 

• Resources for Men: 1in6.org 

• Calvary Counseling Services: 575-522-6944 

• Joy James, LMFT: 575-993-4740  

• La Pinon Sexual Assault Recovery: 575-526-3437 

• Mere Sexuality, by Todd Wilson 

• The Long Journey Home, by Andrew J. Schmutzer 

• The Healing Path, by Dan Allender 

• God Made All of Me: A book to help children protect their bodies, by Justin and Lindsey 
Holcomb 

• God’s Design for Sex, Book series, by Stan and Brenna Jones. Navpress 


